Welcome to southern Germany!
International Placement Service Baden-Württemberg

For a high-quality brewery restaurant in the Black Forest with more than 50 satisfied employees in
the Department of catering, event and guest services, the ZAV seeks to reinforce a 16-member
kitchen team from the next possible time or by arrangement:

Cook
Responsibilities:
 High quality preparation and presentation of dishes a la carte, buffets, menus and events
 Creative cooperation in food planning
 Support of the kitchen management in purchasing and ordering
 Control of the stock on your post
Qualifications:
 Completed vocational training as a chef
 Independent working method and teamwork skills
 Very high quality and responsibility awareness
 Good German language skills
Job offer:
 Working time by roster//5 day per week//169 hours per month
 Remuneration 2331,-€ gross
 External kitchen cleaning service, household drink, personal food
 Wide range of further training with cost assumption
 Accomodation
Job Location: 79865 Grafenhausen (Baden-Württemberg)

The federal state of Baden-Württemberg, located southwest in Germany, is one of the most economical developed and competitive regions in Europe. The labour market is stable and the need for
qualified professionals in various industries remains high.
The Black Forest is Germany's highest and largest contiguous middle-size mountain and is located
in the southwest of Baden-Württemberg. It is the most important tourist region of the federal State
and the most visited holiday destination among the German middle mountains. Not only the natural
landscape is unique, but also the regions and cities that comprise the Black Forest. Besides Karlsruhe and Pforzheim in the north, also Freiburg at the French border and Waldshut at the Swiss
border belong to the popular holiday area, which is considered "Germanys-Land's most beautiful
culinary delight".
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Are you interested about this job?
We are looking forward to your application. Please send your CV and other application documents
in German (or English) to:
Email: zav-ips-baden-wuerttemberg@arbeitsagentur.de
Phone: +49 711 920 - 3282
Please indicate the following reference number: BW-052-HOGA
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact us.
The International Placement Services (ZAV) is a special services division of the Federal Employment
Agency. The ZAV recruits and places job seekers looking for employment in Baden-Württemberg.
We offer international applicants free, independent advice on working and living in Germany, contacts with German employers, and job placement. We can offer consulting services tailored to meet
your needs and many other services related to the German job market.
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